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Cats and Treasures: 
Translanguaging in Poetry 
from K/now/here?



Alternative Title:  
Poetry and 

Zozobra:
Can we do 

something about 
the uneasiness? 



Abstract: 

In this paper, I discuss translanguaging, an approach that underpins my 
poems “Siamese Cats” and “National Treasures Coming Home”. 
Translanguaging is a term used by educationalists and social linguists to 
describe the practice where one uses all facets of their linguistic 
abilities to communicate and reject the idea of a pure language. 
“Knowhere” is a fictitious mining colony made from the head of a fallen 
Celestial being that appears in the Marvel Cinematic Universe. I argue 
that through translaguaging, so-called ‘hybridized’ Australian writers 
can create a more concretised space where they can weave together 
fragmented identities. 
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Translanguaging
• Term used in education.
• ‘Trawsieithu’— coined by Cen Williams 1980s (Welsh)
• Theories developed in Anglophone contexts – e.g. UK, USA, 
• The use of a speaker’s full linguistic abilities and “without regard for 

watchful adherences to the socially and political defined boundaries of 
named (and usually national and state) languages” (Otheguy, Garcia and 
Reid 2015, 283) 
• Bilinguals have ONLY one semiotic system that includes “various lexical, 

morphological, and grammatical linguistic features , in addition to social 
practices and features individuals “embody (e.g., their gestures, their 
posture), as well as those outside of themselves which through use 
become part of their bodily memory (e.g., computer technology)” (Vogel 
and Garcia 2017, 6)





zozobra

• Emilio Uranga – “Essay on the Ontology of the Mexican” (1951), 
Analysis of Mexican Being (1952)
• An ungroundedness that seeks to resolve itself into something, and in 

doing so becomes a “non-being” (Vargas 2020)
• “A mode of being that oscilates between two possibilities…without 

knowing which one of those to depend on…indiscriminately 
dismissing one extreme in the favour of the other. In this to and fro
the soul suffers, it feels torn and wounded’ (Gallagos 2020).



Solutions beyond subordination? Create 
something new? Accept the wound will always 
at best be a scab? 

WHAT ROLE CAN ART PLAY IN RESOLVING 
THIS SENSE OF BEING?





https://www.cinemablend.com/news/1687770/does-star-lord-
still-speak-english-heres-what-james-gunn-says

https://www.reddit.com/r/marvelstudios/comments/58durm/
burning_question_what_language_do_they_speak_in/





Intralingual translanguaging

• Vernacular and Literary
• Slang and Institutional
• Meme language 



Intralingual Translanguaging

(Domokos 2013, 4-5)



How does an illiterate write poetry?

• one semiotic system that includes “various lexical, morphological, and 
grammatical linguistic features , in addition to social practices and 
features individuals “embody (e.g., their gestures, their posture), as 
well as those outside of themselves which through use become part 
of their bodily memory (e.g., computer technology)” (Vogel and 
Garcia 2017, 6)



How does an illiterate write poetry?

• Google translate
• Random websites
• New iPhone translation app
• Help from friends and parents
• Voice recognition software 
• 5 months of Chinese Second Languages classes
• Mother tongue
• Romanised input systems – e.g. Pin Yin



Poems 







National Treasures Coming Home: 
Woman/Slave
• National Treasures Coming Home 
•英⼥王 Queen of England 







“Say it in Cantonese…”

•北京够 Beijing Gou – Pekinese 









Translanguaging and Publishers 

• “Interlingual and interlingual translanguaging are censored by most 
editors. In many cases fictional figures will speak a special language in 
the original manuscript – a language that is fated to be transposed 
into the libterary language of the actual market where the book will 
be sold” –Domokos 2013, 5)

• Can translanguaging work in prose? 



Knowhere
K/no/where
K/now/here
Know/here



Concluding thoughts? 

• Mining the material – nerves, cells, tissue
• English – Lingua Franca? 
• Can a multicultural country be monolingual?
• Is the shift from a dualist to monist linguistic landscape a solution to 

the zozobra?
• “Individuals who have projected a world, and of those constructions 

upon finding them in the imagination are thrown into an incurable 
uneasiness…of finding the human edifice built on contemptible 
grounds” (Uranga 1951).
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